
PRINCE2 principle: Learn from experience 
In this article I will summarize the ‘Learn from experience’ information from the new 
manual ‘Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2’. I will include some 
information extracted from two other OGC manuals: P3O and P3M3 as well. 
 
In PRINCE2, learning from experience permeates the method: 

- When starting a project:  Previous or comparable projects must be reviewed 
to see if lessons learned could be used 

- As the project progresses:  The project should continue to learn. Whenever 
possible lessons should be included in all reports and previews.  

- As the project closes:  The project should pass on lessons. Unless lessons 
provoke change, they are only lessons identified (not learned). 

 
PRINCE2 gives the outline for the two lessons related product descriptions: Lessons 
Log and Lessons Report.  
 
Lessons Log 
The Lessons Log is a project repository for lessons that apply to this project or future 
projects. Possible composition of the log:  

- Lesson type (to be applied to this project, or to be passed on to management) 
- Lesson detail (event, effect, causes/trigger, whether there were early-warning 

indicators, recommendations, whether the triggered event was previously 
identified as a risk) 

- Date logged 
- Logged by 
- Priority 

 
Lessons Report 
The Lessons Report is used to pass on any lessons that can be usefully applied to 
other projects. Composition of the report: 

- Executive summary 
- Scope of the report (stage or project) 
- A review of what went well, what went badly and any recommendations 
- A review of useful measurements such as: how much effort was required to 

create the products, how effective was the quality management strategy and 
statistics on issues and risks 

- Any useful knowledge gained regarding the tailoring of PRINCE2 
- For significant lessons it may be useful to provide additional details 
 

The next table gives the PRINCE2 processes and Learn from experience related 
actions. 
 
PRINCE2 process Learn from experience action 
Starting up a Project Capture previous lessons: 

- Create the Lessons Log 
- Review related Lessons Reports  
- Consult colleagues with previous 

experience 
- If appropriate, record any lessons 



Directing a Project Authorize:  
- The project: Review Lessons Log 
- A stage: Review, approve and 

distribute Lessons Report 
- Project closure: Review, approve and 

distribute Lessons Report 
Initiating a Project Seek lessons from similar previous 

projects related to: 
- Risk management strategy 
- Configuration management strategy 
- Quality management strategy 
- Communication management strategy 
- Project controls 
- Planning 
- Refine the Business Case 

Controlling a Stage - Review stage status: update Lessons 
Log 
- Report Highlights: Assemble the 

information from Lessons Log 
Managing Product Delivery - Execute a work package: notify the 

project manager of any new Lessons 
Managing a Stage Boundary - Report stage end: Create Lessons 

Report 
Closing a Project - Evaluate the project: Create Lessons 

Report 
 
Organizational learning and knowledge management based on the manual ‘P3O 
Portfolio, Programme and Project Offices’. This manual describes Organizational 
learning and knowledge management as one of the functions and services of the 
Centre of Excellence of the P3O. Activities are: 

- Facilitate lessons learned – process, templates, workshop facilitation, 
maintenance of information database, dissemination of lessons learned, and 
action plan 

- Develop and maintain good-practice repository (document examples) 
- Develop case study material 
- Enable portfolio/programme/project management/SRO forums/sharing of 

good practice 
- Liaise/share with P3O in other departments 
- Perform external networking – attendance at best-practice events, seminars 
- Maintain knowledge/reference library 
- Develop and run end programme/project lessons-learned workshops 
- Enable post-programme and project reviews 
- Develop relationships with other organizations, including delivery partners, 

and sustain networks to share lessons learned and experience 
- Monitor use of corporate guidance and standards to identify weaknesses and 

take corrective action as necessary 
 



P3M3 Portfolio, Programme and Project Management Maturity Model provides 
a framework with which organizations can assess their current performance and put in 
place improvement plans with measurable outcomes based on industry best practice. 
For all areas (Portfolio, Programme, and Project) and process perspectives you find 
specific and generic attributes related to organizational learning and knowledge 
management. E.g. Do local sharing of knowledge exists? Take post 
programme/project reviews place and are lessons documented and deployed. Is 
knowledge management a central function and used to help improve performance and 
planning? 
 
From theory to practice 
 
How to review related lessons logs and reports  
I would recommend creating a repository or knowledge base with the lessons logs 
from all projects. Your PMO can be/should be the facilitator by delivering the 
supporting process and templates, maintain the repository and organize project 
closures to capture the lessons. Besides the mentioned composition of the lessons log 
you have to add some additional attributes like Project name and more important the 
area name within the details block. The area name can help you to filter lessons. E.g. 
give me all lessons related to User Acceptance Testing or Business Requirements. 
 
How to pass on lessons? 
Set up a periodic event or meeting, I called it the PMO lunch, where a project 
manager explains and passes on their Lessons Report to all colleague project 
managers. What went well, what could have gone better, what should we do 
differently next time? When there are comparable lessons from previous projects, you 
can assign a task to one or more project managers (lessons owner) to develop a best 
practice to be used in future projects.  I use this same meeting for peer reviews of 
PIDs before these PIDs will be distributed to the Project Board members. 
 
Some lessons regarding ‘learn from experience’ from our colleagues1: 

- “Start a thread and in that request members to put in their idea or facts of best 
practices which they have started or encountered. Keep a deadline for 
chipping in the thoughts and then after the deadline circulate a consolidated 
version to all members.“ By Amit Nayak, India 

- “1) Create a standard form for Lessons Learned and PM posts (or PMO 
Gather) it at the closing of the project. If you have a project closeout 
procedure or closeout review mechanism, the process works very well. 
Standard form also help us to build the Knowledge Database. 
2) Need to be careful about "Distribution". Just distribute lessons and learned 
of each project will not work well. Some periodical event (symposium, 
trainings, Newsletter from PMO, etc) will help PM to be reminded. My 
experience shows some face-to-face event will accelerate the knowledge 
sharing culture.” By Toshiyasu Kawakita, Japan 

- “I like the way Prince2 now uses the Lessons Log, in that it contains, not only 
lessons that were learned during the project but also how lessons from 
previous projects were applied. After all we only learn lessons when we take 
action to change.” By Steve Boronski, England 

                                                
1 I will update this list with feedback on posts on several LinkedIn groups 



- “This takes a bit of administrative work, but if you have a person responsible 
for gathering all Lessons Learned Logs (ideally within PSO) and recording 
those lessons under headings, such as procurement, IT installation, training etc 
in a suitable database, then any new project kicking off can search for lessons 
learned relating to aspects of that project. The information recorded can point 
the new PM to the PM that recorded the lesson learned.” By Eddie Lamont, 
England 

- “One of our clients uses a centralised Lessons Log with their Risks, Issues, 
Quality Log and Change Requests. They assign Lessons Owners to key 
Lessons Learned and have that person report to the other PM’s at bi-monthly 
meetings until the Lesson is embedded. They have a Level 3 maturity as a 
project organisation and this approach adds value to embedding the principle.“ 

- By Brian Phillips, Australia 
- “We record lessons during the project and have a lessons learned session at the 

end .We also have a centralised lessons learned log that both sponsors and 
PM’s can refer to. To ensure PM’s do so I meet with them at the start of a 
project to identify relevant lessons. To give further visibility we include the 
Top 5 in the PID.” By Wendy Mills, England 

- “Oh so often Lessons (Learned) are only recoded at the end of Projects - as 
part of the closedown process. They should be recorded, analysed, reviewed 
and recommendations made throughout the life of the project. Even better if 
you can record the problem (Issue, Risk, Change etc.) that needed a Lesson to 
be learned. A review of the organisation's Lessons Learned - and chats with 
those responsible for the learning - should be part of the Project Start Up.” By 
Mike Hopgood, England 

1. “A step by step approach: Collect what went wrong 
2. Assess if it’s a non-recurrent or frequent problem 
3. What was the chosen solution? Is this solution always applicable? 
4. Choose the most appropriate solution and track in what circumstances 

this will work.  
5. Appoint a coach to facilitate the project manager to use the right 

solutions 
6. Evaluate for each project if the intended result has been met.  
7. Repeat process from point 1.“ By Hans Hess, Netherlands 

- “Looking at point 5, for many organizations it’s not possible to appoint a 
coach to facilitate the project manager. You need very experienced project 
managers with real coaching skills. Experienced project managers can use 
lessons learned by their selves. Better to have a PMO to collect and distribute 
the best practices. The can also perform project reviews (point 6 from Hans 
Hess). What I am missing in the list are the positive lessons. To repeat 
successful experiences is far more enjoyable than investing in bypasses to 
avoid bad practices. The last point is of course important but you can better 
put your time in managing and teaching methods, tools and the right 
behaviour. Last part is the importance that we must learn from the lessons. 
Only recording and collecting of lessons will not help. You have to learn. 
Here, the PMO can play an important role as well. My last remark is related to 
the logging itself. I use the issuelog and I communicate lessons as quick as 
possible to all stakeholders in my project. At the end of a project I can simply 
copy/paste all lessons.” By Ruud Ketelaar, Netherlands 
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